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How can I integrate my 
hardware technology with 

PaygOps ?  
 
 
 

  

- PaygOps is a sister company of Solaris Offgrid -  
 



 
 

 

 
You already have an API 
 
We need full API documentation, that includes: 

● The routes to be used for activating devices; 
○ for GSM device it should usually be just a route (with the serial number) to set the 

“expiration” date 
○ for devices with code it should be a route (with the serial number) to post days to be 

activated (and potentially a counter) and get a code in return. 
● The routes to change device status (from PAYG enabled to PAYG disabled, if different) 
● The authentication method (e.g. JWT, HTTP login, etc.) 
● A clear usage example on how to authenticate to the API, activate a device and change the 

PAYG mode 
● Optional but recommended: An actual device sent to us 
● Optional: Information about the other settings that can be changed through the API 
● Optional: Information about usage data, alerts, etc. accessible through the API 

 

You do not already have an API but have an existing PAYG 
mechanism 
 

● If using codes: A clear technical descriptions with several examples on how to generate codes 
for their device 

● If using GSM and wish that the device connects directly to our server: A clear description of the 
content sent by the device and the expected response for activation and PAYG mode change. 

● Technically optional but very highly recommended: An actual device sent to us 
● Optional but recommended: As much examples and other documentation on their device as 

possible 
 

You have no existing PAYG mechanism 
 

● If they want to use keypad, they need to make sure that their hardware will have: 
○ An MCU with at least 8KB of AVAILABLE flash (after the rest of the firmware functions 

are implemented) or a dedicated MCU just for PAYG (not necessary though) 
 

 



 
 

 

 
○ A keypad input method (either Infrared Receiver and Infrared remote, or an actual 

membrane keypad) 
○ An hardware Real Time Clock (RTC) that is accurate enough to drift by a 

non-noticeable time over 12 months (usually less than 1h would be good) 
○ An EEPROM or other flash memory on which permanent data can be stored (such as 

the serial number, device keys, PAYG status, etc.) 
○ A UART or other interface that allows the serial number and key to be set in factory 
○ If the device can be disconnected from the battery, also make sure that: 

■ the RTC can be powered by a backup battery 
■ There are backup registers with at least 96 bits that are kept by the backup 

battery when the power is disconnected (but lost if the backup battery is not 
present and the RTC stops running) 

○ An existing firmware with the abstraction layer for those peripherals, so that when 
given the source code of the code handling mechanism, it can be done quickly. We will 
not offer services to develop custom hardware abstraction code for MCUs and usually 
recommend just adding our code (which is MCU agnostic) to the existing MCU. 

● If you want to use GSM (or other radio) module: 
○ A GSM (or other radio) module able to send HTTPS requests to a server 
○ An EEPROM or other flash memory on which permanent data can be stored (such as 

the serial number, device keys, PAYG status, etc.) 
○ A Real Time Clock (RTC) that is accurate enough to drift by a non-noticeable time over 

1 month (usually less than 1h would be good), most integrated timers in MCU can 
achieve this performance even with software RTC" 

 

 


